First call for DAGENE Meeting 2019
01.12.2018, Budapest-Debrecen

Dear DAGENE Members,

Dear Friends!

We hope all of you are doing great. Let us inform you that our next Annual Meeting will be - as it is usually done - combined with scientific conference and field trip. According to a kind invitation which was done by Prof. Peter Chrenek at our last Annual Meeting in Kozárd (Hungary) Slovakia will be the host country of the upcoming DAGENE Meeting next year. The preliminary program for the upcoming meeting is as it follows:

May 29th 2019
   Arrival 15:00 – 18:00 Castle in Topolčianky (near to Nitra), Slovakia

May 30th 2019
   9:00-16:00
   Opening of Annual Meeting
   Presentation of scientific papers and posters.

May 31st 2019
   8:00-18:00
   Technical tour (visit of more farms with autochthonous breeds and variants)
   Farewell

June 1st 2019 (optional)
   10:00
   Departure

The preliminary program for the upcoming meeting is currently still under construction, therefore the main purpose of this letter is to boost the members for publication.

As an actual topic which would encourage colleagues in preparation of their papers will be:

“Animal genetic resources for regional food?”

Our Journal (Danubian Animal Genetic Resources) has become a well-known landmark for all of us. This journal, founded 2016 is the official leaflet of the Annual Scientific Conference, and the publication medium for the yearly activity of DAGENE members - as it was declared in the imprint. This time, of course, the Journal is waiting for manuscripts from
all lecturers of Joint Annual Meeting. Allow us to remember you to prepare your papers according to the enclosed instructions [DAGR 2019 Journal Guidelines.doc and DAGR Manuscript Example 2018.docx], and submit them also by 28.02.2019. Papers should be submitted in an electronic form to the President of Editorial Board, Prof. Ivanković (aivankovic@agr.hr) and a copy to our secretary (postaj@agr.unideb.hu) as subject of e-mail is to be written “Dagene manuscript 2019”). Editors thank all authors, especially the newer members for their cooperation.

We hope your presence and intensive common participation on this joint meeting will facilitate further networking. Do not hesitate to invite your colleagues as possible new DAGENE members to take part on it. Newer and more precise information will be sent to every DAGENE members in the near future.

We wish you good health and time for preparation, and say thanks for your advices and cooperation also in advance.

We want every member a reassuring closure of the old year, Merry Christmas and happy and successful New Year!

Dr. András Gáspárđy
President of DAGENE

Dr. János Posta
Secretary of DAGENE